In 1982, on the occasion of its thirtieth anniversary, the IEEE Computer Society established the Computer Entrepreneur Award to recognize and honor the technical managers and entrepreneurial leaders who are responsible for the growth of some segment of the computer industry. The efforts must have taken place over fifteen years earlier, and the industry effects must be generally and openly visible.

The award is a museum-quality sterling silver chalice commissioned from Washington DC artist Michael Schwartz. The gold-plated crown below the cup displays the alternating symbols of the IEEE and the Computer Society, supported by clusters of laurel leaves, an ancient symbol for outstanding achievement.

All members of the profession are invited to nominate a colleague who they consider most eligible to be considered for this award. Awarded to individuals whose entrepreneurial leadership is responsible for the growth of some segment of the computer industry.

**DEADLINE FOR 2017 AWARD NOMINATIONS**

**DUE: 15 OCTOBER 2016**

- The award nomination requires a minimum of 3 endorsements
- Presented at the highly acclaimed IEEE-CS Annual Awards Ceremony.

**Past Recipients Include:** Diane Greene, Mendel Rosenblum, Sandy Bosack, John Warnock, Charles Geschke, Michael Dell.

**AWARD SITE:** [https://www.computer.org/web/awards/entrepreneur](https://www.computer.org/web/awards/entrepreneur)